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Depts begin to implement task force report 

by Bob Zeid 
!Editor's note: The following is 
an analysis of the report of the 
Task Force on admission and 
registration and the respo~se of 
WSU to its recommendatwns .J 
A task force on Admission and 
Registration procedures was · 
established last Sept 25 by Presi­
dent Kegerreis. They adjourned 
Dec 4, submitting a 30 page re­
port, citing 106 specific recom­
mendations for improvement to 
be made throughout the univer­
sity. 
A portion of the prologue 
states: "The Task Force is not 
under any illusions that the rec­
ommendations contained here 
are the end-all for improvement 
of servic-:is provided to students 
at this university. In t hat spirit, 
these recommendations are 
made. Some may be found to be 
impractical from a standpoint of 
manpower requirements or cost. 
In some cases, the Task Force 
may have made recommenda­
tions withou t being fully aware 
of the potential impact ... as will 
be noted in the following pages, 
numerous recommenda tion 
have already be n impl mented 
or are in the planning stages." 
Besides reexamining normal 
procedures used by the depart­
ments, committee members read 
some 300 essays of constructive 
criticisms about Wright State. 
Judy Neima n, assistant to 
executive vice -president, An­
drew Spiegel, was one of the 
seven committee members. "It 
was one of the hardest commit­
tees I've ever worked on. We'd 
me.et at least once and sometimes 
twice a week." 

.After the Task Force was ad­

Journed, several subcommittees 

were formed to deal specifically 
with those problems, such as 
drop -adds, parking services, 
!)ersonnel training, mandatory 
advising and informational ser­
vice. "One member of the Task 
Force sat on every committee," 
said Neiman. "We were there to 
interpret the task force recom­
mendations. I served on two 
myself." 
The subcommittees were sup­
posed to file their final recom­
mendations to Spiegel's office by 
May 1st. Most of the committees 
have completed their work but 
t heir reports were unavailable to 
the Guardian. Neiman explained 
the reports could not be made 
public as they are in the very 
preliminary stage. 
David Atwater, Chairer of the 
Task Force, on admission and 
registration procedures, said the 
Academic Policy and Procedure 
Committee "is wrapping up." 
He mentioned the delay of filing 
a report with the Provost's office 
had been due to efforts to try and 
resolve a massive scheduling 
problem, single section courses. 
Single section classes are those 
courses required by the depart­
ment. The conflicts arise when 
t wo requir ed courses re offered 
at 	the same time. 
Atwater said the committee and 
Registrar are in the process of 
assimilating the information. 
"We can't afford to have student 
hassled that way," said Atwater. 
"Cause for every student who 
comes in here and tells me off, 
there's twenty other students 
who lack that gumption." 
Registration 
"First off, many of the things 
the Task Force recommended 
were already in process," 
Falkner said. Besides wrestling 
with single section courses, the 
Food Service: Szabo food, 

ARA-Slater main .contenders 

· by Tom Snyder student lounge, including a 
limited snack operation. 
The Wright State food service · The current University Center 
committee was scheduled to end cafeteria will be redecorated, 
afour month search last night by including new furniture and 
recommending a new food partial carpeting. Part of what is 
s~rvice contractor to the univer­ now the residence hall cafeteria 
sity administration. is going to be converted into a 
:rnmittee sources report that faculty dining room complete 
two main contenders for the with a bar. 
contract were Szabo food It is expected the new contract 
:r.v~ces and ARA-Slater, a will institute a coupon system for 
~on of ARA Inc. Nine com­ boarders. Under the new 
~s submitted bids in early [Continued from page lJ 
~. and several others are still 
Task Force recommended the 
site of mass registration be 
moved from Millett and Allyn 
Halls to the PE building. Falkner 
said that mass registration would 
not be moved because there has 
always been large enough partic­
·} 
ipation in early registration to 
leave mass registration in 
numbers manageable in Millett 
or Allyn. 
A significant recommendation 
was the possible elimination of 
the drop-add fee. 
The drop-add committee, con­
sisting of Falkner, Dave 
Schmause (Bursar) and Arlo 
Ragan (Controller), recently sub­
mitted its final proposal that the 
fee be maintained. Falkner, who 
[Continued on page 2] 
Although he had trouble reaching it, one Karamu participatn last week found a lot to like about 
one of the items on display as part of the festival of Afrikaness. 
[photo by Charles Williams] 
Olltside possibilities. 
The new contractor begins New parking proposal would replace parking decal~tions in the fall in four food 
~ties on campus, all but one by Frank Salsburg service fee based on the number underway to determine its "Along with this movement111" or redecorated. A radical change in Wright of quart~r hours· registere~ for. feasibility. toward complexity, we have al'So 
'rhe Allyn Hall cafeteria is being State's parking system has been A~cordmg t~ Judy Neiman, The committee's report says, had to pay for the costs ofleed to the basement . of proposed but its fate is still un- assistant to Spiegel, the proposal "As the deal system has evolved adminstering such a program 
tt, where it will become decided. ' is under study, but implementa- we have seen a proliferation of througl) higher parking service
•o 	 ewhat of a fast food The proposal, submitted by the ~jon f?r .the fall woul.d . be new rules; exceptions to rules, fees, with often little evidence of 
ation, serving a limited parking services committee to i1!1possible due to the hm1ted new categories and a host of increased benefit." 
U which will still include executive vice president Andrew bm~. . . . . other changes which has led us to In proposing what it calls a 
asts and salads. Spiegel late this month; would Neiman s~1d that smce the time the position of having a very No-Decal System (NDS) the 
wt t ~s currently the Allyn Hall abolish the parking decal system, was ~va1lable, a thoroug.h complex and awkward (their committee c!tes four questions A 
tena will be converted to a and replace it with a parking 'analysis of the proposal is ·emphasis) parking program. [Continued on page 2) 
---------------- ----------------
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Depts begin ·to implement task force recommendations 

any advisor about any college re­ system consists of safety and ' towed a way four cars. Two were Financial Aid[Continued from page 1) 
quirements. Since then, most of ordiliness with a degree of con­ abandoned," said Grewe. '1The "Student complaints filed a­
expressed opinion in eliminating the have trol." gainst office were few inadvisors somewhat towing policy was somewhat am­ this 
the fee and others, said he was specialized," said Willis. By and far, parking services re- biguous before whereas it is number and general in com. 
"in the minority." Willis said UD had news re­ ceived the most numerous, more definite now. A car will be plaint," the task force reported 
Other recommendations con­ leases and extended hours but forceful and varied complaints towed away if found parked in a As with Bursars, Informationai 
cerning personnel training that concluded that "there was never filed. Among the grievances handicap spot (without an ap­ Services, Mail, and Phone, most 
office hours should be coordi­ really a problem of students tallied were: parking fees are too propriate decal) or if found in a recommendations deals with 
nated with other offices, and that coming in." A list of advisors and high; cars are being towed away 24-hour reserve spot. We don't inter-office coordination and C(). 
Registrar's Office should provide hours available have been placed for minor infractions; areas not just tow anybody's car away. We opera tion. "More com plaints 
an informal transcript or record outside each dean's · office. All clearly marked; the entire park­ do make some attempt to find about financial aid office receiveci 
to students on demand, have colleges provide advisement ing system is more complicated them." were from members of the staff 
been followed. The five dollar fee throughout the ·summer quarter. than necesssary; the lines are too Parking services has organized than fr?~ stude_nts, indicating 
for non-degree students has been Willis had a student poll of long; parking service is in exist­ a small impound area where a car so.me d1fficult?7 m. keeping up
dropped: advising facilities. He was quite ence to generate money for the can be retrieved for a fee of $15. with other umvers1ty functions. 
"Consideration should be given pleased with the results indicat­ university; parking service em­ Grewe said the $15 is not a fine More specifically, the Task Force 
to the development of a system ing 86% considered their advisor ployees don't give a damn about but a service charge. Parking found the record-keeping aspects 
where the students participating a reliable source of information, students. services don't have their own of the operation not conducive to 
in mass registration may bP. 55% considered their advisor Richard Grewe, Director of towing service so they contract rapid access with accurate re­
billed by mail instead of paying competent in career/vocational Safety, discussed parking ser­ to outside garages. sults. 

fees immiediately," the Task matters. 92% felt at ease with vices. "The Task Force sa1a par.K­ Grewe explained a statement Joel Cohan, Director of Finan­

Force stated. "I would love this their advisor while another 65% ing fees are too high and I agree saying parking services was cial Aid, discussed the recom. 

~ystem," said Falkner. There used him/her as a campus refer­ but one must consider that apathetic to student needs was mendations, but mentioned like 

was a recommendation stating ence source. 	 parking services is self-support­ eroneous. "We've always been a other administrators, most of the 

parking fees might be collected -ing. Parking services doesn't :;ervice oriented organization. recommendations were in pr(). 

by the Bursar's Office instead of Parking SerVices make enough revenue to cover One must consider, we deal with gress either before or during the 

Par~ing Services. Arlo Ragan~ "...that steps be taken im­ the entire costs of maintenance." everybody, students, faculty, Task Force. 
mediately to alter the caliber andController, said it was 'adminis­ Grewe said the university staff and visitors. We deal with In Financial Aid's case, Cohan 
tratively feasible' but doubted it characteristics of Parking Ser­ underwrites the yearly deficits people on a very personal basis. reported that all six recommen· vice employees, both permanentwould reduce animosity about for parking. "As far as parking When you get a ticket, that's a dations had been observed, from 
getting a ticket. "If you get a and student help, to implant a areas not clearly marked, we personal thing." the systemization data into a 
ticket, are you going to. be less general philosophy of service to have arguments from both sides Grewe also mentioned some student data base system to the 
mad paying it at the Bursar's the .consumer, as opposed to of the · school on that. Some stu­ highly emotional people tended extension of hours in coordina· 
than at parking services?" . what appears to be the prevail­ dents complain they didn't know to lose their rationale and tion with the Bursar's Office. The 
Admissions 	 ing attitude of catch and punish," where they were parking. Others bombard the Parking Service Controller has been requested to said the task forces.0 Edward Pollock, vice-presi­ say the emply lots look like employees with profanity. "I conduct an audit of the fiscal 
dent and director of student ser­ "I caught a lot of hell for that porcupine patches. mean, there has been some really affairs of Financial Aid. All 
vices, said most of the recom­ paragraph," Atwater claimed. " .. .if the cars are being towed gross words out there that have personnel participate in person· 
mendations had already . been "But as you'll notice, I'm still away, they're not for minor in­ broekn up some girls into tears." nel training programs. 
implemented, from · personnel here. Basically, a good parking fractions. Last year we only
training to revisions in admis­

sions forms reducing the confu­

sion and 'trauma producing ef­
 New parking-proposal would replace parking decalfects' on students. 

The transient category was 
 [Continued on page 1] adminstrators with a need for the total number of on-campus The committee proposes thatdropped along with the five close in parking. 	 credit hours they take. The such exceptions as could be madedollar fee for non-degree stu­ parking scheme has . to answer: There would be other handicap­ committee estimated the charge should be made by the parkingdents. A significant recommen­ Who parks where? What ped areas at the university per quarter hour for 74-75 would services office on receipt of adation was the investigation of happens to offenders?, Who pays center, Library, Creative Aris be 30 cents per credit hour. petition.lowering the $25 matriculation what?, Are there any exceptions Center, and behind Millett. Faculty and staff would pay a The budget estimates lotalfee. Atwater explained 	why the to the rules? All other lots would be open for per quarter rate of $4.50 based cost, including adminstration andfee will most likely not be re­ Under the committee proposal general university use. on the charge for a full time maintenance, and capital im·duced. "I have here," 	he said, there would be just three Anyone who parks in a student (15 credit hours). provements, as $147,800. Itholding up a small pamphlet, "a • parking areas. A controlled handicapped spot would be The committee admits the estimates revenue from meterscopy of the Ohio Code that say parking area (CPA), a blocked off towed away and fined. 	The fine problems of exceptions is and the CPA as $10,000. Thethe Instruction Education fees area with an access booth located for an expired meter would be difficult, but states, "The NDS remainder could be eoveredmay not exceed $210. 	 General to the west of the executive wing $5. assumes that. all people at WSU either by the 30 cents perfees may not exceed $50. These of Allyn Hall, would be open only 
prices/ are 	
Charges for the parking would use the parking facilities in one quarter charge or absorbed byfrozen but there are 	 for visito~ handicapped, . and be $100 for those authorized to way or another. Some might car the university.other costs the student pays for use the CPA (not including pool, stay here only during class The current budget for nextthat. aren't ·covered by the I&G handicapped persons who would times or, in general, get less use year calls on the university tofee." Food contract pay the regular rate). than someone else. Yet, in the subsidize the parking operationFalkner added, that because of All others would pay a parking interest of low fees for all based $124,000 for a total budget o!bookkeeping problems, such a [Continued from page 1] service fee based on average rate on a simple plan, we must $365,234.system, as well as one allowing 	 of use. Students wouldarrangement Residence Hall 	 be minimize the exceptions andinstallment payment of tuition, 
students would be able to eat at charged per quarter on their accept slight injustices where was unlikely. Consideration of 	 tuition fee statements, based on they may occur."any of the facilities oncampus.allowing payment by credit cards 
The only campus food facilty un­is underway. 
changed will be the Rathskeller.Advisement 
The committee is also expectedDr Craig Willis spoke confi­
to recommend the establishmentdently of the services offered by BusinessYositions_Qn_enof a permanent food service com- ·University Division advising. He 
mittee composed oflooked over recommenda­	 students, ----------------------- ­the 
faculty, and staff, which willtions and responded that many 
operate in conjunction 	with Drwere already implemented. One 
Elizabeth Harden, executive FOR NEXT YEAR'S of the recommendations said all 

advisors should be familiar with director of general university 

services, to oversee food services
the requirements of all colleges. 
operations next year. The"When University Division com­

started, there was open advising, mittee would meet on a regular 

meaning a student could talk to basis. GUARDIAN 
includeRECORDS & FRESH 
Ass't Business Manager Sales PeopleVEGETABLES 23Yellow 9 Xenia Springs Ave, ------------------­. ----------­
Jazz~ Popular, Blues, BluegRtss, Circulation Manager Advertising Manager 
Classical, and ·Cutouts 
We are able to special order Ad Commission -- 15o/o 
· Mon-Sat 11 to 8::W 1 most albums that 	are stillSun Noon to 5:00 Apply 046 University Center or C;// EXT 648in print at No Extra Cost .. 
!J!iY now-
Confinuing Ed offers workshops 
by Connie Buchenroth 
Looking for something inter­
esting to do this summer? 
The College of Continuing and 
Community Education in coope­
ration with other colleges of the 
university is offering a variety of 
workshops that should satisfy a 
wide variety of tastes. They 
range from 'classroom manage­
ment' to 'politics and television.' 
Continuin g Ed u ca ti on has 
provided summer workshops in 
the past. -This year topic have 
been expanded to meet Lhe 
interests and need of tudents 
aswell a adults in the urround ­
ing community, according to 
Verana Graves, A i tant to the 
dean. 
The advantage of the work ­
shops, according to Graves, is 
they will last no more than two 
weeks and besides covering the 
topic will leave time for students 
to ~ke vacations or complete 
other plans previously made for 
the summer. Tl;iere will be a 
more relaxed atmosphere with 
guest speakers and more work 
done _actively within the class­
room. 
The College of Continuing and 
Community Education has been 
the innovat ion for many courses 
presented at W U's main 
campus as well a many of the 
surrounding academic centers in 
Ohio. "We ha ve played a major 
part in the academic of the uni ­
versity and very few tudents 
even know who we are or what 
the College of Continuing Educa­
tion is doing, " aid Graves. 
Aparticular intere t of Graves 
and continuing edu ation is pro­
viding more course directed to 
the concerns of women. "Not 
only because of t he pa sing of the 
ERA is it im portant Lo design 
more courses for women bu t also 
because it is t he responsibi li ty of 
the university Lo ed ucate its 
students accordin g Lo their 
needs, desires, and opportunities 
available," said Graves. "Now 
women have the opportunity for 
better jobs but they must be well 
educated to perform these jobs 
as well." 
Some of the very interesting 
and exciting workshops being of­
fered this summer are: 
Teaching in Judaism - Judaism 
as a religiou civilization: the 
faith and culture. 
The Time Trip: Ohio's Educa­
tion Foundation - Go by caravan 
and explore the contribution of 
Ohio and its educatios to the na­
tion' status in general and the 
rise of education and develop­
ment of schools in Ohio. 
Political Leadership - Will 
examine the roles and styles of 
leadership together with its im­
pact on group dynamics, organi­
za Lional effectiveness and public 
policy. Revolu tionary leadership, 
militant movements, and acti ­
vism as a political expression. 
Intergrating the Social and En­
vironmental Sciences in the Ele­
mentary Classroom. 
Teaching Reading Skills in the 
Secondary Content Area. 
Women and Counseling. 
Handspinning and Dyeing 
Dea! · · ~ 1 ith u e of natural fibers, 
e pecial1y the processes of spin­
ning wool and dyeing wools for 
wearing. 
Residential Innovation for the 
Mentally Retarded New 
approaches in the field and on­
s ite experiences. 
Environmental Education - The 
Poems write themselves 

by Louise Raterman 
"I never intend to write a poem. 
Poems seem to write t hemselves 
for me... " 
Poet Malcolm Sedam spoke last 
week as the last guest of the 
Artists and Lecture Series. 
He teaches at Miami University 
and was a fighter pilot during 
World War II. He writes about 
war and the Bible. 'Td like to 
revise the Bible on my own 
terms." When he gets to the part 
about Abraham · and Isaac, "no 
man would kill his son for any 
god ... " I think he ends up having 
a man going to kill a god for his 
son and taking "along a ram just 
in case." He picked on god about 
t he Garden of Eden incident, too. 
'I've picked t he apples on this 
side and I inte nd to eat every one 
of them." 
Sedam had most of his poetry 
memorized so the hour was 
mostly like story telling. He 
fanned his hands as he articu­
lated and ladeled poems out with 
a Mike Nichols drawl. And he 
talked like a comfortable father 
when I used to go baby-sitting. A 
husband that would sit you down 
environment as a source of rich 
and varied learning experience. 
Alternatives to Teacher-Made 
Tests. 
Communication: Reading, Lan­
guage Arts, Literature for Chil­
dren and Youth. 
Perceptual Approached for the 
Special Child - Emphasis on art 
therapy adapted physical educa­
tion and special education. 
The Bible and Literature. 
Family Planning. 
Cooperating Teachers: Skills 
and Techniques. 
Teaching about American Re­
ligion. 
Construction of the Tri-Wall ­
Making ta ble , bookcases and 
puppe t theatre . 
Improvement of Teaching. 
Teaching about Religion in 
India. 
Women in Religion. 
Individual brochures with com­
plete information on these and 
other courses are available in the 
office of Continuing Education, 
room 245, Allyn Hall or ext 216. 
Registration for these classes can 
be made at the registrar's office. 
and enjoy talking to you while . 
the wife was still readying to go. 
He talks about being . famous. 
"Like I say, will success spoil 
Malcolm Sedam? Well, at least 
try me for a year... to build up 
my finances. Then it might try 
me for 2 years, because I'm 
greedy." ' ·f Some o - ht e -participants at Karamu last Thursday. 
[photo by Charles Williams] 
Theatre performs summer plays 

by Frances Tuggle 
For the fir st time WSU TheatrE 
is presenting a summer season 
consisting of six plays ranging 
from musical to Shakespeare, 
from hig h comedy t o contempo­
rary drama. 
Leading off the six week long 
series is a rollicking musical The 
Amorous Flea by J err y Divine 
and Bruce Montgomery which is 
based on Molliere's School for 
\Vives. 
Dr Abe J Bassett will direct this 
production which is to play June 
25-29. 
Paul Sills' Story Theatre, a 
fanciful recreation of fai ry tales 
for the whole family is the second 
play and is directed by Dr Alan 
Yaffe. This play is slated for July 
2-6. 
The season's third s how Two 
Gentlemen of Verona, a riotous 
comedy by William Shakespeare 
will be presented July 9-13 and is 
directed by Dr Richard H 
Andrew. 
And Miss Reardon Drinks A 
Little, to be directed by Bassett, 
is a fierce and absorbing comedy­
drama by Paul Zindel, slated for 
July 16-20. 
Stephen Sondheim's Broadway 
musical hi t , A Funny Thing 
Happened On The Way To The 
Forum is under the direction of 
Yaffe and it runs July 23-27. 
Rounding out the season is Noel 
Coward's high comedy Blithe 
Spirit to be directed by Andrew 
and performed on July 30 ­
August 3. 
Performers for each show con­
sist of many fami liar WSU stu­
dents who have taken part in t he 
past year's productions. 
According to Yaffe, some of the 




Hrs: Mon-Fri 9:30 to 5:30 

Sat 9:30 to 4:30 

Full line of Health Foods 

students for summer t heatre are 
Eric Spahr, Nancy McDonald, 
Jackie Prete, Lin Rima, Bruce 
Collier and Bob Bailey. 
Along with WSU students, the 
Theatre.Department has hired a 
company of young actors 
througho u t , the midwest to 
insure the best quality produc­
tions. 
Besides this being the first 
summer season it is also the first 
t ime that the new Festival Play­
house is used. 
The Fe.stival Playhouse is a 375 
seat proscemium/ thrust theatre 
which features a large flexible 
stage. 
The air-conditioned structure 
has an intimate seati.ng arrange­
ment with no seat more than 42 
feet from the stage. 
Now available· are a set of six 
coupons for the summer season 
and each ticket is redeemable for 
any of t he summer productions. 
This coupon set is on sale for 
$10 which offer a $5 savings over 
buying individual tickets for 
$2.50 to each production. 
Also available are group rates 
of $1.75 for groups of 20 or more 
adults and there is also a theatre 
party plan which allows groups 
to buy the tickets and resell them 
at full admission price as a fund ­
raising project. 
For information about any of 
the ticket programs call~ the 
WSU box office at 436-3500. 
It's a womans right to make 

her own decision. 

24 hr service,_strictly confidential 

No fee . 

. <;all BIRTHRIGHT codnselin9 . 
223-3446 . . 
' . 
Guardion 




To die a 
The recent conflict at Ohio University, 

re sulting in the resignation of their Presi­

de.nt Claud Sowle, is an t,.mfortunate c.ircumst­

ance. OU, · one of the best state colleges in 

Ohio, seems to be dying a . slow death. 

The cause of the problem appears to be the i r 
tremendous drop in enrollment since 1971. 
Such a drop is not only a reflectioti of cur­
rent enrollment trends around the state, but 
also a . result of the state's raising of out­
of-state tuition. 'This raise brought about 
a significant lack of out-of-state students 
which once were a good resource for OU. 
The tremendous enrollment drop caused the 

financial problems which led to the student 

coalition which made 51 demands on the OU
administration, inciuding one that Sowle resign. 
Ohio· has never heen one of the leading states 
· f · · h · h ·· d · · k . fin inancing . ig ere ucation or any . ind o 
education. This lack of good education has led 
~o a lack of good legislative leadership which 
in turn is even more slack in financing educa­
tion. 
OU's current problems . are an examp1e of 
.what has happened because of these ·Sorry 

state .of affairs. What Ohio needs desperately 

is for the state to support the financial 

needs of higher education. 

Maybe then, we .can ·finally have good 

legislative leadership, and fewer situations 

1 ike those at ou.·. 

Old soldiers fade away 
· water~ate investigator Jaworski's charge 
that. President Nixon was trying to .turn his 
investigation into a 'farce' seems to be a 
very apt ~riticism. 
Jaworski' s. investigation was supposed to 
be ·free to lead him wherever it may go, even 
the President. But Nixon has continually 
repressed this freedom by trying to construct 
the evidence which will prove .or disprove his 
culpability in his administration's eviI 
doings. 
He has avoided subpoenas which were made in 
the first place because he refused to cooper­
ate. These actions make his earlier statement 
that he would cooperate an utter fabrication 
qesigned to ' stave off criticism and the truth. 
On these actions alone, he should be im­
peached and removed from office. Then let him 
go .the way of old soldiers and fad~ away. 
Guardian bids fondue 
If you aren't b 1 ind, you may have noticed 




"MR PRESIDENT, IT'S ONE THING TO COMPARE YOURSELF TO LINCOLN, BUT YOU 

CAN'T COMPARE DEAN TO JOHN WILKES BOOTH!" 

Student quest.ions purpose of h·1gher ed 

. 
smal l er. The fact is that we have been printing lization. We are told, "they are 
only four pages because of budget considera- valuable tools!" Therefore, I feel 
tions. You see, this year our printing costs it right that all of the biologists 
increased twice while our budget from the univ- who instruct me should know 
ersi ty has remained the same. Thus' ai 1 year' how many teeth a cat has, the 
number of legs on an average
the GUARDIAN has had to ~perate on a fairly millipede, and what the name of 
limited budget. Several positions of last year my BIO 114 instructor's favorite 
were eliminated this year. · dolphin is. 
The arrival of more ad . revenue has made this In a way, dolphins have it over 
larger paper possible. Next year, the GUARDIAN humans. They learn what and 
when they want to. Human biol-
will be operating with a larger budget We will ogy maJ·ors do not have this lati­
c ome out 12 pages starting in the fal 1. tude. They are required to learn 
As this is our last paper of the regular .only what their instructors 
. 
To the editor: 
Where am I at this institution? 
How does this school serve my 
needs and wants? These ques­
tions cavort through my mind 
and eventually tumble into the 
last seat on the great Mandella, . 
the wheel of life. In the words of 
an excellent piece of music, "take 
your place on the great 
Mandella," -- and take a chance. 
I came bright-eyed and starry­
headed to Wright State Univer­
sity after a jubilant graduation 
and victory over a high school. 
This solemn place of education 
seemed as imposing to me as The 
Promised Land was to Moses or 
the Garden of Eden was to 
Adam. It was a dream-place, a 
mythical land where men become 
specialists, nay, efficient comput­
er-organisms. They became ·a 
learned symbiosis of printed 
page, digital calculator, and hu­
man organism. Little did I realize 
how elemental a truism I had un­
covered. 
Why am I here? I came to pur~ 
sue the biological sciences and 
fulfill my dream of becoming a 
physician. Too soon, I was ex­
posed to the mean realities of my 
decision. I became an ingestor of 
books, an accumulator of facts, 
and an authority on nothing. 
Fully prepared for my first 
exams, I, as a happy freshman, 
was apalled by such questions as, 
"Where did the author of our 
textbook receive his BS? (8 
points)," and "What is ·your 
name? Place below your Social 
Security number (2 points)." Are 
these idiocies relevant to my ed­
ucation? (Dammit, I know my 
name; it's the number I have 
trouble with!) 
Students are expected to know 
reams of material for further uti­
vidual since God created man. No 
man learns at the same rate as 
another. The factors which dic­
tate the rate are mot ivation, de­
sire, time, and preparation. Is 
the student who learns to breed 
antelope in a year less proficient 
in dojng so than the student who 
learns to do so in a month? No, 
the quality . remains constant 
after the skill is learned. It is ef­
ficiency loving society, that insid­
ious force we are all a part of, 
which dictates we must carry out 





There would be no place in this 

university for great people like 

Einstein, Descartes, or Thoreau. 

Einstein, for example, did poorly 

in a structured learning situa­

tion. The age of the craftsman 

has seen its demise. It is not the 

man who lovingly fabricates his 

product (knowledge) that is 

promoted, but rather, the man 

who makes it quickly. If he can 

take pride in it at the same time, 

so much the better. However, he 

receives no laud for doing so. 

More often, the man is debrided 

to an extent, by that wonderful 

sociological cleanser -- haste. We 

have geared· our technocracy so 

highly towards efficiency that we 

fail to see what a potent biocide 

we are creating, using just our 
own little minds. In our own 
inimatable way, we can't see the 
forest .for the trees. 
So here I am. I have plunged 
into the maelstrom, and hang 
precariously unto my bit of 
flotsam that I call hope. I've 
entered that "upper echelon" of 
·students who memorize books, 
and ply their minds with thou­
sands of facts and figures. This 
educational system needs 
change, but 1'll have to go 
through it before I can work on 
changing it. The pure irony of 
using something less than 
perfect, and truly needing it, in 
order to make it so, stuns me... 
Tim Markus 
To the editor: 
I have often walked through 
cow pastures and scraped from 
my shoes the remains of more 
noble deeds than that which I 
· d h" F 'd fWltnesse t is past r1 ay a ter­
noon. A representative of the 
becoming aUniversity of Cincinnati (who 
himself. Marx has been inter· 
interrupted when no less than 
five young men bodily picked her 
up, carried her to the moat, and 
unceremoniously heaved her into 
its murky, scum-infested water. 
Understandably perturbed, the · 
young lady emerged from the 
moat crying and trying to wipe 
the clinging slime from her uni· 
form and limbs. Only surpassing 
my joy if the young rowdies had 
been dunked themselves, would 
be tl~at of seeing unwilling 
victims (such as the young lady) 
incapacitate their assailants by 
delivering the most telling and 
painful of blows know n to men. 
known to men. 
I feel that it would only be com· 

mon courtesy for the gentlemen 

(?) to write a letter apologizing 

for the personal inconvenience 

and indignities the young lady 









Mary Tom Trorey 
To the editor: 
While Tom Snyder's columns 
are frequently interesting to 
read, his latest contribution (on 
Molnar's lecture) was principally 
characterized by an intellectual 
shoddiness that I found highly ir­
ritating. Whence this letter, 
pointing out the following 
examples: 
To state that "the ultimate goal 
of Christianity is utopia" is to 
· 	indicate an extremely vague 
understanding of either ~h~ 
words "ultimate" and "utop•a, 
or of the meaning of Christianity, 
or both. · 
The pronouncement, "evil a~d 
good are coneepts which exist 
outside of man, but which man 
can absorb," is epistemological 
nonsense. . 
The capsule definition of 
Marxism as beirig "not a theory 
of economic determinism, but a 
theory of man's productive ~ro­
cess" is, first of all, puzzling. 
Secondly, if it does contain a 
hidden meaning, it suggests thai 
Tom Snyder is on the verge 0 
· · istMarxist rev1s1on 
school year, we hope everyone has enjoyed ration them in a specified period · served her baseball team in the 
preted, reinterpreted and misin· r _eading our paper which we hope has been as of time. Imagine a mother giviu.g capacity of batgirl) was sub­ terpreted for one hundred yearsher child a B in toilet training be- jected to the thoughtless acts of 
now; and it is doubtful whetherinf9rmative as ~oss~ble. .. .. . ·: . . . ca~s~. h~l~f~~el,lr~o~~c9.~e~O,O.~/o"tf>t severa-l questionably ~ mature thi~ iat~st<j.~ontrroution will help The Gll~~JAN s~ first ,.. sununer... usueJ:l.s_, J«une • .1. <! eff1.c1~rit ii}, ~l\re11~!Wt~~·,lt-g-.W{li;\ f, .) students :1 This ftaif ybuiig"' lady''s 
19. We hope to see you then ~ :l·'ibud t J::;lJ' ..::'.; .;· d.,ih.:t)I beJHk1s-are: and ·havebeen., ··inai- · walk near the soccer field was , [ ~~t~~~~~f~~"j>:ge 5·; 
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resident Nixon is .a gambler who bets for high stakes" 

to give it. He could be leading the drive, too, tc President Nixon is a gambler who bets for high 
alert the country to the impending world foostakes; he gambled t hat his income tax r eturns 
shortage and probable famine. Do-gooders pleawould not be questioned and they made him, 
wit h him: briefly, a millionaire . He lost. His foray in to the 
Paul and Arthur Simon in their book The PoliticMichigan 8th District was a lso a gamble: the area 
of World Hunger (Harper) say, "It is time to facTRBhas been Republican for 40 years. 	He lost that 
an ugly truth. The United States is not seriousl 
one, too. 	 f rcim \'Yash ington trying to help the human race overcome hungeOther gambles lie ahead . Surely his desperate 
and poverty." luck will turn in t ime. He gambled that the House 
But Mr Nixon has not shown much zeal abou Judiciary Committee and special prosecutor Leon 
hunger at home, let alone abroad, and he haJaworski wouldn't issue subpoenas. They did. On new republic features 	syndicate troubles of his own to think about.the Judiciary Committee Mr Nixon's own Repub­
licans turned against him, with a 33 to 3 vote and 
chairer Rodino once mor e adroitly preser ved bi­ that a plurality, 43 percent to 41 perce nt , wams "We try not
partisanship. Mr Nixon will take anot her gamble Mr Nixon impeached and removed . Well, of 
shortly: he goe to Moscow sometime in June; his course, Truman's Gallup rating at one t ime sank 
popularity rises .abroad when he is ~h e symbo~ of to 23 perce nt (1951); and t hat sturdy li ttle man .f. • " the nation. He is a wounded President seeking wasn' t impeached. to be un_1air. 
foreign tr iumphs and t he Russians will he lp him, It is rather inspiring, in a negative sor t of way, 
up to a point. that the cou ntr y is getting on as w ell as it is. Fifty We t ry not to be unfair. In August 1969 he 
million people paid t heir income taxes last week stagger ed many of us by proposing a far-reaching
"There is nothing but much the same as always though many must have Family Assistance Program" (FAP) which was 

malevolently t hought of Mr Nixon's returns as t he brain child of Daniel Patrick Moynihan: In his 

they gummed t he envelope. Some benefits next State of the Union message he boasted that
disaster ahead as things accrue: t he Nixon tax case has jolted chairer. it was "a basic income floor under every family 

Wilbur Mills into a new effort at tax reform legis­ with children in this nation" and he exaulted in 
. '' lation this June; Congress might pass it, with the New American Revolution -" a revolution as
are going.-	 another Watergate dividend, a law to curb big profound, as fa r -reaching, as exciting, as t hat first 
At some time not too distant a delegation of campaign bribe-contributions. revolution almost 200 years ago." That wasn't just 

Republicans is likely to call on Mr Nixon and tell It is a special virt ue of America, we think, that hyperbole, it was a radical plan. It remains one of 

him that he ought to instead of lapsing into paralvzed cynicism over the strangest and most mysterious episodes of
consider stepping down. 

There is nothing but disaster ahead as things are such outrages the person-in-the-street demands this strange Administration. Last mont h a rash of 

reform and still believes enough in his govern­going. The party has lost four out of five recent news stories appear ed t hat Mr Nixon is going to 

elections, including areas that haven't been ment and his country to expect to get it. revive the idea. Well, a man who can take a 

Sometimes it is tough-and-go. An authoritative chance in the Michigan 8th Distr ict might take Democratic for generations. Another contest is 

coming up - California's 6th Distr ict which, like new study by Joseph Pechman and Benjamin another whirl at improving his welfare image. 

the others has been a safe GOP seat. Consider the 
 Okner at . Brookings, [Who Bears the Tax The Nixon F AP was a variant of t he negative 

prospect df a "veto-proof' Democratic Congres~ Bur den?], shows that the tax bite is much the income tax, with a guaranteed $1600 for a family 

same proportionately for nine out of 10 of four, plus foodstamps.· It twice passed the
this Fall, consider Jerry Ford in 1976; yes. 

consider the country, too. It would be the easy Americans, what with loopholes and escape House. Whatever happened to it? Mr Nixon 

thing for Nixon to stay, they may say grimly, but 
 hateches for the well-to-do. Obviously, in such cooled to the idea and Sen McGovern killed it by 

the courageous thing would be for him to step 
 circumstances, the gap between rich and poor will coming out in 1972 for his own plan to federalize 

aside. never grow smaller despite the illusfon of welfare and establish a guaranteed income of 

Will Mr Nixon heed? We doubt it; not at first "progressive" taxes.. A sardonic New. Yor~er $4000 for a family of four, .financed by tax reform. 

befor·e the desk of his boss, who is telling him That did it so far as Mr Nixon was concerned. He
anyway. Later, perhaps. A Washington reporter 
succinctly, 'Tm afraid a raise is quite out of the rejected a ny Senate ·compromise that would havemeanwhile constantly asks herself/himself in 
question, Hopkins, but per haps one of our lawyers helped pass his program and thereupon scoffed atthese strange days how our government manages 
can suggest some tax loopholes for you." That the McGovern scheme. By t he time the GOP con­to function. Her e is Mr Agnew who, if he hadn't 
gives the mood. 	 vention came he had got so far away t hat, as MIT been vice president, would not probably be in jail. 
Government goes on in Washington but there is professor Lester Thurow wonderingly wrote,Herc is Mr Nixon who, if he weren't President , 
also the constant feeling of neglect. Any sensible "the Republican platform declared t hat it was un ­would likely now be indicted by t he same gr ana 
man knows t hat t he energy shortage is still here a lterably opposed t o t he guaranteed income injury that indicted his many aides. 	Here is a Re­
publican party in shambles, and a sullen, 	 and that t he President should be urging the public any form, despite t he fact t hat t his was exactly 
to keep on saving as t hey did in t he oil embargo. what the President's family. assistance plan had venomous mood in t he nation at large expressed 
But t hat would require some expenditur e of Mr promised."in the Harris poll t hat reports for 	the first ti~e . ' . . . 
of Students Office also knew of next year. Next year it is- going where it was a healt hy t ype of t his problem; however, t hey also to be harder to get an increasedisagreement. did not want it to become public than it was t his year and so t heAs a Caucus member t her e knowledge. 	 new caucus has t heir work cut were certain issues which came'4oiteS 	 Let me 'conclude by saying we out for t hem. up during my ter m of office and I have taken steps to prevent such What else did I do this year? I 
had to make some basic decisionsttom the · 	 a pr oblem from happening again called a LA open meeting and 
regarding t hese issues. F irst and by passing a bylaw to our consti­ only had 10 people show up.w\\demeSS foremost among t hese problems t ut ion which creates t hree posi­ Chalk t hat one up. I became 
was the question of the Ombuds­ tions within· Caucus , fir st a familar with t he administrators 
er and whether he/she is a par t posit ion of Vice-Chairer , second a and t he deans in the College of 
of Student Government or not. posit ion of Treasurer, and thirdly Liberal Arts . I did not 	 get to 
constituency telling them what I According t o report in a 	recent the position of Secretary. Since know the Chair er as well as I
had done and what I had not issue of the Guardian 	 it was part of the pr oblem of Caucus should have. I also failed to reach
done. The other letter was to be stated t hat the problem had been was due to t he strong position of the majority of Liberal Arts st u­
in the order of an internal memo solved . I am sad t o report that as t he Caucus Chairer (because he dents. The reason for this is, I 
which I was going to send to t he of this date that this problem has had complete control of the suspect, due to the fact 	that I
incoming Caucus members. In it I not been solved a nd that we, the financial affairs of Caucus and at became too involved in the other 
was going to suggest some ar eas old Caucus, were unable to come!Continued from page 4] 	 one point he would not call a issues (part ly my fault, partlywhere I think attent ion has been to grips with the issue. We are meeting). These positions will not) that Ieither those for or t hose against 	 lacking and suggest that the new having a meeting t his Wed (t he 
and also was frus ­
Marx. 	 spread the duties of the chairer trated in my efforts to start aCaucus should look into these 29t h) in which we hope to at least around and will permit the newsletter. This was due to theFhinally, the analogy proposing areas. 	 come to some solution. Further- Caucus Chairer t o act under t he fact that t here was liter ally not at t he Inquisi t ion is to As I t hought more about this mor e I would say t hat the whole direction of Caucus as a whole. money to put it together and thatChristian dogma what Russian whole idea, I realized that if I did problem bordered on the absurd · In co njunction with this I did not press the issue as muchcommunism is to Marxism simply the memo to the Caucus in the and that it absorbed a lot of our problem is the question of as I could have.does not stand up. While the 	 way I describe t hen it would be energy t ha t mos t definitely Budgets. As you know, the OK, there are other issuesInquisition is a phenomenon that 	 an elit ist act of t he first magni- should have gone into other student activities end of the which I delt with (the communi­contradicts a religion that 	 t ude. As such I have decided to areas. (I have a recommendation budget will increase approx 50% cation proposal, faculty 	evalua­teaches charity and love, the 	 combine these two ideas into one to make on t his but I save that over what it was for this year. tion, etc) but I think my views onRUSsian brand of communism is a report t o the Guardian and they for the second part of this letter.) Next year when it comes budget these subjects are well known
~ather natural out growt h of an to add a little postscript on just Another problem was the ques­ t ime, it is going t o be necessary and if anybody has any questions
~deology that promulgates vio­ what some of my ideas are on tion of Caucus credibility or in that the Budget Board functions then p lease ask me. 
ence and hatred. education. popular terms, can a Caucus as a true budget review opera­ Now this part of letter is ad ­

As part of my duties as a Chairer go on a trip, spend a n tion. This year we had all sorts of dressed to the new (and return­
Karlis Racevskis Caucus member I ser ved on a exorbitant amount of money and problems due to the fact that the ing) Caucus members. What 
Modern languages couple of committees (Book~tore, then expect the university com­ budgets were not as tight as they issues · or problems should you
and Curriculum) . I would like to munity to ignore the whole prob­ should have been. Thus we were people be concerned with? Well 
'l'o the editor: say that as a student mem~er I lem. W ell needless to say, I think whittled (or should I say chopp­ to start off with, the question of a 
can report that I was listened to not. I found out about the ed) down to approximately Day Car Center should be an es­
'l'o the Wright State Community~ 	 when I had something to say and consumption of Booze r ight after $96,000 from an original figure of sential part of your program.
that I generally found the c~m- they came back and I did not around $175,000. Now while most Another area sadly neglected 
~h.en I first was thinking about mittee me~bers to ~e ~eceptive report this fact to the university. of these budgets were "padded" this year was the research 
~ting this letter I had decided to student ideas. This is not to For this I have no excuse. To in certain areas I think it would aspects of Caucus. Areas to be 
say that there was agreement all give you an idea though of ho~do two separate letters, one 	 be fair to say that this padding investigated migh~ , . _include:aa to be to the,Gu,,r~!a!l> ' p!i !t .. 	 the time, nQ. the,re ;~as disagree- , :. far t~j~ {'c?ver,_J:~P2'. ~rc:te.nde.d J . has been ·eliminated and we ar"'e 1. ircontinued oa pag•HW, ­aa to be a year end reP..ort to my m~n~,... 1~t ,it , WMt pf. lthe . ~or~ ' '° can ,t~port ~Q you . tha~ t~~ D,e,,an left with an adequate budget for ' 	 • •••• <. d 
~;-: ~i I(' t .-}~HJ'.\}~:. ~ 1 ~:··~r·: !t•)"'~( ·f" • · -I ·u ~~. q. f /1 :1 	 ~... . .._ ~ ....i - J • ' •..r 
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~.. ~·>i:r\::::8 Classified Ads ~~~ti~:"ar't~ar~:n~;~t0:0 : Ne\A/s Shorts· --~ · - ~l Moving? Instead of hiring a watts, AFC/AM/FM/MPX I 

Free· Room and board, national moving company walnut cabinet, $85, Call I 

W.oodman. Park Apt. 2 employ 2 students, who Jerry 836-2330. I 
beds, furmshed, color TV-. have 5 yrs exp. For a free · For Sale: three bedroom Buy or Sell Books Rowing for DollarsStereo in exchange for estimate, call 254-2316. bi-level brick and frame I 
attendant ·service for Ask for Peter Donnellan. home in Forest Ridge, near I Want to sell or buy used ·handicapped student. Call WSU and WPAFB. Large I The Pi Kappa Alphabooks?254-5572 before 9, or after Rainbow silk - screening family room with W/B fire- I 	 Colony of the Pi Kappa , Try the bulletin board ex­10 pm. . productions. You name it - place, 211z baths, 2 11z car I 	
Alpha National Fraternity
change in Millett Hall on is sponsoring "Rowing forApt to share, reasonable or we print it. Colored shirts garage, central air, break- I the 1st floor. The board has· · f 1 and inks. Ron Lowe, 	 Dollars" June 1st throughii se_rv1ces, . ema e, one or 




book you want to sell.
426
_
0999	 the moat at Wright StateCall 299-2269 before 4 pm 	 tractive yard with shrubs, I If you need to buy a book University, Dayton, Ohio. 
for summer or fall quarter,or weekends. rlt.01d'· flower .beds and many 	 The rowing will start at 8Apt for rent, Daytonview, \ , 	 young trees. House paint- I you may find what you am June 1. All monies col­· Utilities paid and possible 	 ed inside and out last year. I want on the bulletin board. lected will go toward the. ride to and from WSU. Call Available end of July. I 	 All you have to do is call J erry Lewis Labor DayI 277 -0926. 	 D--. - $38,000, with assumable I the person who is selln~ Telethon that benefits the ~ 'r ('<)- . " · National "Less Paul" Gui- 7 1/2% VA mortgage. Call I the book you want and Muscular Dystrophy As­. tar. condition. Must I negotiate themJ l nr ?~e~!(i ,., Good 233-0596 after 6 p.m. 	 with the sociation of America, Inc.. • ~f.Jl'o/'~. ~ c'.'c..l sell. $180. GE AM/FM For Sale: Kittens, four I price. 	 What is "Rowing for Dol­I _-___· ·~;:,,,:. ~ c;_ alarm clock radio, excellent tomcats. Fr e to a good I Lockers lars?" --all members in BRAD BULLIS--Hi! I came condition $20 or best offer. home. 294-3291. I 2-man teams rowing a 

' out to WSU. Thought I Contact Tom, llOA Resi- '71 uper Beetle, $1595. I 
 All persons now occupy ­ 3-hour shift in the Univer­
I might run into you. Oh well dence Hall between 3-5:30 878-0959 after 4. I ing lockers are asked to sity moat 24-hours a day 

: have a great summer and p.m. For Sale: 1966 Plymouth I either renew it or have it for 7-days with the goal of 

I good luck ·with marriage, For Sale: Maytag washer Valiant Station Wagon, G- I cleaned out and ·· their lock obtaining pledges based on 

teaching, etc. Did you have -good cond. $40; roll-away cylinder, automatic, $250. I and towel turned in by that number of miles rowed. 

I a nice 21st? I hope bed, like new, $20; baby 426-4965. I date. Please note: A $2 

Graduate AssistantshipI so! . . Love, Suzl crib and new mattress, Canon TLB Single lens I 	 service charge will be en­

forced for persons who fail
I W U - - A Party School? $15. 879-0664 after 5· r eflex camera. Still in war- I The Office of the Dean ofto clean out their lockersI Hardly, but we're trying to For Sale: 1963 Oldsmobile. ranty. UV filter, neutral I 	 Students is accepti ngby June 9th .I help. Call t h_e W.S.U. Needs bra~es,- tune-up, density filter, collapsible I resumes from persons in­

I ·Partyline today if you'd new exhaust, 3 good tires, lens hood. Patterson 3 reel I terested in a graduate as­

University Center CornerI . like to attend some of our $100 or best offer over $50. tank, 3 reels, note book I 	 sistantship in student per­
· 1 partie , or if you're having Call ext 638 or 228-2909 or style negative holder. sonnel. The assistantship
I a party. Spring Quarter I 252-9346. Many extras. Total value I Did you know .... will provide a broad ex­
I Party Quarter! 426-'.7120, $275 plus. Sell all for $210. The daily and SundayI 	 perience in working with I 256-9585, 275-2976. For Sale: 1970 650cc BSA 426-6680, ext 1306 ask for I 	 New York Times, Village as­student organizations, 
· mo.torcycle, . low mileage, Rick. If no answer leave I Voice, Sports Illustrated,I Free: 2 soft, long-haired 	 sisting with residence hall




: 1111 l~:A~~F P 1111 l ~:~~~s~o:~o~u~o~h~~~t~:oxd %?~!f~:~;/:::r~::::~- :I 
- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - cellent condition. ·$1250.
I 	 after 8 pm. 879_ diminium. Kettering area, I0263.I Wanted: Girl to share apt 2 full baths, appliances in- I 	 Voices from the ·wilderness 
• in Fairborn. $41 per mon. For Sale: ATTENTION eluded. Indoor pool, recrea- I 

I plus ·utilities. Leave mes- Handicapped Students--12 tion area, Call 434-1976 or [Continued from page 5] 
 truest sense of the word for it isi sage at WWSU or call x 50 mobile home, see John 404 Oelman. I ~ things such as the budget of the he ir job, their life. I hope that all277--1207, ask for Diane. remodeled for wheelchair 	 I 
I Wanted: Income Tax pre- use, 2 bedroom, furnished, For Sale: 67 Falcon. Good I Medical school, faculty evalua­ students here at Wright State 
I condition. Standard trans- tion (uest I know · that you are can work together.parers for the 1974 season washer-dryer, air cond, 	 I moving in this direction but has Another point I would like toI (75 winter quarter) will be underskirting .and shed, mission. 20-24 mpg. $595 or 
there been adequate research mention is the fact that the edu­I trained. Prefer some ac- $3500. Call Karen, 845-9753 reasonable offer. Must sell. I 
I counting hackground. or ext 328. Call ext 728, 729. After I 	 done on this project?) and other cation here at Wright State 
areas. Maybe an area to be might be viewed in t he context ofI Phone Chad, 298-2068. 	 6 pm - 434-0758. I 
looked into is closer contact with a factory. In other wordsI 	 b. Like . new chrome/walnut For Sale·. VW eng1'ne, late IIMusicians interested in ig 	 o 836 2330 the other student organizations programmed education. Or .toI band sound needed to form . TV stand $l · - model, 26,000 miles $175, on campus. Student Caucus is put it more simply education torI 10-pie.ce orchestra. Call Mr _ For Sale: 1963 Buick Installed $200. Call I supposed to be the center, as I the masses (actually I should callI Bettini at 252-5934. Must Special V-6, good tires, 878-2640. 	 I see it, of an information web. A it t he "middle class masses" butI · be able to read special ar- runs good, $200. Call Bob 1968 Bridgestone 175, new I lot of info is picked up by Caucus I'll let that one go). Now as you
I rangements. at 879-1897. tires, chain, battery, good I in many different areas and I can tell from my tone I don't care 
Wanted: 1 mature mate For Sale: . l966 Mustang, condition, runs excellent. I think that if this information can for this kind of shit.
I roommate. Must be net forced to sell, street or 275-5450. I be channeled out to the proper I view anything that can cha.nge
I and dependable. Extreme- strip, 4-speed transmis- For Sale: '63 Plymouth I student organizations then may­ this type of education at Wright
I ly nice apartment; r:nany ion, 289 Cu In engine, Station Wagon, good gas I be we can be of some small value State as a positive step. An ex­
I extras. Call 866-7516. completely rebuilt and mi. Best offer. Phone 433- I to everybody. ample of this (in a small way but
I . modified, brand new paint, Mike. 	 I I must stress the fact that it is still an advance) is the proposedMale handicapped student bl k t · d bl k 4274 . I 	 ac ex erior an ac For Sale: 71 Vega, essential that every member of Selective Studies major. Another needs roommate to share · 1 · t · 4 G00d 	 II 	 vmy in enor, ne.w - hatchback, 4 speed, air, Caucus be open and responsive one is the Urban studies programhome near campus. Free p l l t' M k 	 II 	 year o yg as ires. a e good tires, good overall not only to t heir constituency but and its internship . I'm surf 
I . rent plus $ in return for offer. A decent high per- condition. Call 277-8700. I also to themselves and each there are more in t he other co·limited attendant care. Call f C t tI 	 ormance car. ,on ac Roommate wanted - open I other. I repeat, to each other. If leges but the problem is the one
I Roger 879-2282. Mark Pence, Room 130, minded male wanted to I Caucus works as a whole and of money. . 
Blind professor preparing Residence Hall, WSU or share liberal atmosphere. 3 I toward some common goal (May The administra li on views 
I materials for course needs call ext 1262· miles from WSU. Call Ben I I suggest the betterment of the things here on a strict r:io~ey
I volunteer reader for con-· For Sale: 1972 Penton 125 426-4147. I student's position at Wright basis. They have to, it's their JOb· 
I temporary American Lit- cc Mx, $250· 1973 Yamaha- For Sale: 1966 Volkswagen I State) then I think you will have Now there are administrators 
I erature, fiction· and criti- Noguchi 125 Mx Ultra- sedan, rebuilt motor, good I succeeded in creating a real here who are just as concerne~ 
I c1'sm. Near Smithville and Trick, $750. Honeywell t" b k d b d human Caucus. As to the Om­ about this problem as I am. . 
Pentax SP500, case, close- ires, ra es an ° Y· I budser issue, I feel that the don't doubt this. The issue .1sI Linden. 252-0102-. 	 Runs nice. $500, includes I
I up lens, etc, $l75. For manuals. 256-6993 after 5 I 	 Ombudser is a part of the Stu­ then is that we (faculty, admini~jStudents interested in more info, call 435-1324 any dent Government even if it is in trators and students) are. aI working to get a Day Care evening. 	 pm. .-- I name only . As to all the pro­ caught up in the great Americ.an
I Center at WSU contact For Sale: Typewriter - I posals that are floating around, Capitalistic system (otherw~s~I Karen Schmitt at 294-2204 Smith-Corona office model I suffice it to say that this issue is known as a rat race) OK. w fd 
I Help Wanted: Female with stand, Manual. Ask- I not at all dead. OK. can be done about this? Shou 
I figure models for summer ing $50. Call 426-3418. I Just some thoughts on educa­ one go home and watch ~V °~ 
5• outdoor shooting sessions. For Sale: Horses. 3-year tion as a whole at WSU. First of should one try to change thing · 
I Good hourly rates. Call old Tennessee W alYer filly, I all I have on the whole, high would have to opt for the latter. 
• 236-3706. $550; 3-year old gelding, Lost: A white opal ring, I 	 praise for the faculty here at If you don't you are as good as 
I $300. Call 426-9962 even- lost 4th fl ladies room in I Wright State. Oh sure there are dead. OK. d me
I Tutoring: Literature, Com- 1 ings. Millett. If found, call ext I some duds and what have you To all the people who ~elpe b 
I position, English, has- PhD ! Women's three speed bike. 381 or drop off 448 E I but for the most part the faculty at Wright State, either Y 
has impressed me here as feeling talking or whatever else. I can _• ~n sEecon_dharyL·tEdC, MasFters Two years oldt. Slid~ht_tly Millett. 	 I
1 11 11 	 and caring human beings. I think only ·say a sincere thanks. Youm ng is l • a ran used. Exce en con 1 ion Lost: Calculator TI SR-10 I
I Weaver. $50 or best offer. ~all Serial No. 264393. Reward. I 	 students sometimes forget that made it worthwhile. 
faculty people are students too.
I 	 . Hazel 433-6200 after six. Call 767-1512 collect. I In fact they are students in the 	 Paul Fili0 ...-------------------------~-----------· 
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'Billy Jack' a sick film 

of the "love-children" who attend
by Gary Dale Brock that anyone who is right-wing,a Freedom School, and Billy Jack anti-youth, or anti-Indian should 
comes to their defense (you can
If one is to believe the theme of be killed and that they deserve toalmost hear the cavalry bugle).
Billy Jack, and to accept the die a violent and brutal death.After beating up a number of
moral of the story, than one must Never mind that this soundspeople in the· town, Billy Jack
also believe that everyone over more like something that Hitlerclaims to be non-violent to The
thirty and living in a small town would do rather than the peopleWomen Who Loves Him. After­
is a pot-bellied, facist, inhuman, who claim to preach peace andwards, he proceeds to beat upbrutal, intolerant monster who non-violence. 
some more townspeople, who byshould be done away with. Billy Jack is constantly saying
now must be getting sick of beingThi§ is the ima~e created by the that he hates violence. If he hatesbeat up all the time.
film and it is a dangerous one. violence, then the Pope's Jewish.Several young toughs rape Billy
Billy Jack teaches us that vio­ Billy Jack shares many things inJack's girlfriend and upon
lence is bad when carried out by common with Buford Pusser inlearning this, he murders in cold
the establishment, but violence is Waling Tall. Both men are cruel,blood the alleged rapist leader.
good and justified when carried bloodthirsty killers, but all theHe is finally captured, and as he 
out by young people. It is a rare while claim to be pacifists. Bothis led away by the brutal, facist,
example of left-wing facism in films in which they appear arefat, pot-bellied police, his friendsthe history of films. facist, anti-democratic, andline the road, fists clenched overYet Billy Jack is a popular film. dangerous in their message.their heads, a. sign of support.So popular in fact that it's run in 1 Billy Jack goes down as one ofFilms have, m the past, madeDayton broke all records for the all-time worst films in terms1heros out of brutal murderers;length and attendance. This was of moral and content. Along withBonnie and Clyde, the Getaway,over a year ago, and, unfor­ Waling Tall, Dirty Harry, and'Oh I What' and Dillinger are examples oftunately, it is back again. Per­ Blazing Saddles, it is a film thatthis, but Billy Jack is the topper.haps it's popularity stems from is both immoral and frightening.I do not feel that murderingthe fact that many young people Immoral because it glorifiessomeone is justified under anyidentify with the film and its murder and violence; frighteninga lovely play circumstances, whether themain character. This is the most because many people believedkiller is on the right or the left,disturbing thing about Billy what the film had to say.and to glorify violence for thebeing changed when roles are Jack; people are identifying withby Frances Tuggle sake of fabricating a neo-hero isswitched. This sounds as if it a film that is so unbelievable, so not only degenerate, but sick asOh! What a Lovely War, the would distract from the per­ outrageous, so stereotyped, so Spring concertwell.current and final production for formance but in reality it adds to unjustifiably violent, and so The film itself is poorly done.Spring, is a uniq'ue but well done the show. stupid that people actually The Wright State UniversityThe writing or screenplay doneplay. Since the play is presented as believe what the film is Symphony and Concert Bandsby Frank and Teresa ChristinaThe play is unique because it is an English harlequinade, the set advocating. (actually Tom Laughlin and his will present their annual springdone as an English harlequinade, is a vaudeville type stage which The story is about Billy Jack, a concert on Sunday, June 2, at 4wife Delores Taylor) verges onmuch like American vaudeville, is excellent in color and design brutal, violent, ruthless, cruel, pm in the Concert Hall of theinsanity, and is an insult toand the cast act like music hall down to the flashing lightbulbs. and cold-blooded killer who says Creative Arts Center. This willanyone's intelligence. The d.irec­performers. One extremely good techmque that he only resorts to violence tor, T C Frank (again Tom be the third and final offering byDirected by Dr Alan Yaffe, Oh! that Yaffe uses, which is charac­ when he is greatly provoked. the two groups this academicLaughlin) acts as if he hadWhat a Lovely War is very good teristic of the original time Unfortunately, Billy Jack's year.nothing to do with the film. Thefrom the most obvious aspects, period , is having the performers concept of "greatly provoked" · Guest soloist will be Jerrythe performers, to the smallest act as ushers. By doing this the worst part of the film is the means killing anyone who acting. Sirucek, professor of oboe atdetail such as lights. audience slips into the mood of breaths too close to him. All in Tom Laughlin, as Billy Indiana University. He will per­Jack, is a terrible actor, with noCast members are excellent al ­ the play and the audience is ·all, Billy Jack is a rather dispic­ style, poise, or grace. His leading form with the Symphony Bandthough they do not portray one treated to a show even before the able person, yet he comes off in
specific character as in the tradi ­ lady is equally miserable; the "Concerto in One Movementplay begins. the film as the glorified hero, for Oboe" by Eugene Goosens.Delores Taylor has the actingtional fashion but instead they The only complaint with the very similar to General Custer,
switch, sometimes being a ability of a fern. A select group of 75 musiciansplay is the newspaper headlines who's only claim to fame was · It is sad to ·think that a movie under the direction of Dr. Myronsoldier, sometimes a leader of a and World War I slides shown at butchery and being outnum­ with such a ·degenerate theme Welch, the Symphony Band willcountry , or sometimes the intervals on the top and back of bered. should be so popular with the open the program with the bril­American home front. the stage which are hard to catch There's no sense going into the public. Perhaps the fact th~t liant overture, "Colas Breug­Consisting of sixteen members, with all the action on stage. idiotic plot very deeply, you only youth wins out in the end 1s non," by Dimitri Kabalevsky.the cast includes Bob Bailey, This is no major problem but meed to know that a group of attractive to many young people The Concert Band, under theBruce Collier, Stephen Hall, Joe the audience does lose a little by '"idealistic - young - hippie-type ­ and that the way in which older .direction of Clark Haines, willHerzog, Lynne Moon, Michael not seeing all of the slides. Hove - everybody - passive ­ people are so grossly over­ present works by CliftonMarkus, Nancy McDonald, Jac­ Generally, Oh! What a Lovely !beautiful - people" are being
alyn Prete, Lin Rima, Eric &pahr War is very well done and it is stereotyped in the film re­ Williams, Caesar Giovannianiloppressed by the local towns­
and Jim Volz. basically fun with songs, dances, enforces many peoples feelings and Clare Grundman.; people, who are stereotyped as 
Costumes for the play are and jokes to mask the real toward those who may not agree Both the clinic and the concertstupid, ugly, mean, narrow- with their opinions. are free of charge and open to theclown-like with only the hats horrors of war neatly between. minded, fat, and violent. Billy Jack seems to be saying public.The local toughs mess up a few 
Pi Kappa honors winning year Now when you buy a car with our guarantee 
tournaments. Alluding to the
The Stockyard's Inn was the member participation, he said
setting for the Pi Kappa Delta the speech team was a "major you save two things: Your time and money . •
speech honorary banquet a university organization, a very DealerSunday ago. winning organization."
Before the food came, there Make it easy on yourself-­New members inducted into Pi
Were appetizers. Gordon wasn't Kappa Delta were Royce
tasting his Bacardi cocktail be­ '73 VW Super, [2] ................... $2895 '71 Torino, 2-dr, HT .... .. ........ ~ .. $2295
Berman, Kip Rookstool, Mary
cause "1 just had a dill pickle." '73 VW Beetle, [2] ................... 2695 '71 Lemans, power, air ............... 1995
Buerhle, Gordop. Porter, and
After he tasted it he didn't taste '73 Gremlin X, 6 cyl auto, AM radio .... 2695 '71 Dodge Demon 318-3 speed ......... 1995
Sam Reeves. Not present butit any more either. Royce was '73 Vega GT, new engine ........... .. 2595 '70 Mustang, 3-speed ................. 1595
eligible anyway are Tim Drumm,
eating some herring something. '73 AMX, blue, PS, PB, air ............ 3295 '70 Camaro auto, PS, PB, sport wheels .. ,. 2195 
Debe Sauro and Debbie Crowl.
Betsy was speaking of her last '73 Nova, power, air .................. 2895 '73 VW Station Wagon, [bus] .......... 3895
Next year, Emish indicated,
4th of July birthday party where '73 Nova, green ......................2695 '72 VW Station Wagon, [bus] .......... 3395
forensics will have two coaches.
"we almost got arrested again." '72 VW Super, [2] .................... 2595 '71 VW Station Wagon, [bus] .......... 2995
Dr James Sayer is coming down
And J \me was telling how she '71 VW Super, [2] .................... 2095 '69 Ford Fairlane, 2-dr .. .. .. ......... 1292
from Bowling Green to coach
Used to strip in NY City. (That '71 Capri, red, sharp! ................. 2195 '68 Dodge 4-dr, power, air ... . ........ 1195
debate and Dr Wm Ricke~t of t~e
art) "should be subtle and grace- '71 Pinto, auto ....................... 1995 '66 Dodge Station Wagon .............. 995
University of Michigan will be m
ul," she said. Did she take all charge of individual events. Both '71 Vega, [2], Special! ................ 1795 '68 Opel Kadett ...•.................. 9~5 
off? "Good grief no, but we had so are rather new, "just finishing upmany ,clothes on." their doctorates," said Emish,After the food was tucked "Not ruined yet," threw inaway, forensics coach Elizabeth Marie.Emish commented: "We've had a Also the current Speec~ and
good year. It's important to Theatre department will divorce
gather (to recognize that). When next year and become two
You've involved 30 people that separate identities. Dr . R,?be:t
actively in seven different states, Pruitt, "strong in forensics will 
You've got a lot to be proud of. be heading the speech part.
We've had a lot of fun together." Emish "has a strong feeling" the 
Marv Lawson, acting president budget for forensics will go u~. It
of the honorary speech society, was $3,500 this year. She thmks
spoke of the amount of work that it may increase by $1,000 next 
went into preparing for the year. 
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"It's like watching a major league batter drive in 160 runs a year." 	
Don Mohr, will be standmg down and requirements earlier thThe Wright State U_niversity 	 'Wright State University Athletic Director Don Mohr lavished Bo Athletic Department 
a.s va~sity.baseball coach for the year to several instit utions ~~Bilinski with praise Tuesday after the senior varisty baseball catcher­
may be frr~t time m the team's four year find a trainer," said Mohr. "Wepitcher won the 1974 Guardian Award for the year's most valuable 
recruiting 6-5 rebounders right existence. wanted a young man with a fewand left this month, but it's losingRaider varsity athlete. 	 "I~'s just getting to be too much yearsa lot of the old blood on the staff trymg to be coach and run the de-
of e x p erience as anAnd Bilinski most certainly was deserving of the honor. In the as well. 
assistant trainer and there arepartment as well," Mohr five candidates u nderRaider s' most successful baseball season in four years of competition Athlet ic Director Don Mohr an­	 reflected. "It'll be so hard to do it 
con­(15-15-1). Bilinski played in every inning of every game, pitching in 	
sideration."nounced Tuesday that the too beca~se it's great to. get outfour contests and catching in the others. In the pitching category, department is now looking for 
The Athletic Trainer will travelo~ that field an? become mvolved with some of the varsity athletic
Bilinski was 2-2, .throwing shutouts in both of the victories. In 24 and part-time coaches for varsity with outstandmg walk-on ball­2/3 innings pitched, Bilinski accumulated a most credible earned-run­
squads but will be available toaverage of only 1.46. 
baseball, golf, and tennis. players." the students as well.
Dick Ward will be leaving his 
 But Moh.r will devote ?is effortsOne wonders how one player could accomplish so much; but there's post as golf coach to devote his to managing the Athletic Depart-
"It's a new concept," Mohrmore to his story. Bilinski drove in the winning run in six ball games, energies to full-time real estate 
claimed. "This guy will be ready
scored the winning run in three others, led the team in hits with 29 to activities. Ben Varn and his wife 	
ment next year and must fill his to help a faculty member or
tie Don Obringer's school record of last year, led the team in home Sharon, coaches of the men's and 	
slot as well as the other coaching student who injur es himselfpo itions this summer. in our facilities and he'll beruns with six for a new school record, led the Raiders in runs-batted­ women's varsity tennis teamsin with 33 for another new Green and Gold mark, and he led the team will be leaving the area on mili­
~ addition, another new face available as much as possible for
tary or ders 
will be adde.d to the dep.artment help with designing programs toin hitting for extra bases with five doubles and two triples. shortly, vacating next year with the selection of an"Not only that," added Mohr, "but Bo played a helluva defensive their instructional positions. athletic trainer. 
strengthen injured :i.reas."
game too. He made several outstanding plays and was just a good all- ;around ballplayer." . 
:;.::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;:::::;:::::;::::-:-:!;r.::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;!t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::~~~The Gu~rdian Award was presented at Tuesday night's athleticbanquet. The Award carries student newspaper's name, but in fairness it was selected, purchased, and presented by the WSUAthletic Department.
Other nominiees for the award included Rob Taylor who won nine I 	 .I
~ 
~matches against·one loss for the varsity wrestling team, Jim Nickila ~~who was 12-1 in singles play and 9-2 in. doubles for the men's varsity 
~







17-6 varsity men's basketball team, and Bob Grote who played both




The Athletic Depar t ment speculated for a w hile on presenting both 
~

a most valuable male and female athlete award, but t he women's
coaches reportedly did not believe that any individual female had






« 	 ~"I'd like to see the selection of t he award go to the students next xyear," Mohr added. "Maybe we can get the students to elect a «recipient of the award because it's really getting to be too difficult forus to make the selection now. It's like mixing apples and orangestrying to select a inost valuable athlete from 
·
sports so different asbaseball and volleyball."
But such difficulties certainly could not have overshadowed theremarkable performance ·of Bo Bilinski. Congratulations.Later.. .
Outdoors
Beaches now open
by Tom Cross Most of the creeks around theIt's that time of year again for area, farm ponds, Spring Valley,tli~ beach buffs to charge up Kiser, and Cowan Lake have antheir transistors, load up the ~abundant population of frogs. ~coolers, and head for the white The daily bag limit is 10, and a - ~ 	 ~~sands of several man-made lakes valid Ohio fishing license is 	 ~in Ohio that offer beach facilities required.complete with sand, lifeguards, Bass and Crappie fishing are atbath houses, and concession
stands. 	
their peaks . during the latter
parts of May and the first part ofCowan Lake (south of Wilming­ June and can be taken with aton off rte 68), Rocky Fork (east variety of baits. For a short driveof Hillsboro), Action Lake (at
Hueston Woods State Park near 
and a good chance at filling your
basket, try Huffman Dam andOxford), Stonelick Lake (south of Eastwood Lake.Blanchester), Indian Lake (north CAPS and GOWNSBoth places have been produc­of Bellefontaine), Lake Laramie tive for years when time(at Minster and Grand), Lake St. wouldn't allow the longerMarys at Celina all offer journeys to better streams andno-charge swimming. Most of the lakes dow n south.lakes mentioned are within a 1-2 One cer tain gentleman plops hishour drive from Dayton. canoe in E astwood sever al times for GraduationFrog lovers should get t heir a week and catches numer ous 3gigs sharpened and prepare for and 4 pound bass t here ever y the re-opening of the Season on year, frequently catching hisJ une 15. F rogs may be taken by limit of eight bass in only a fewspear , bow or fishing poles. · hours of fishing. on Sale Now!Fairborn enforces bike laws 
by Fred Steve~s day from 8 am to 4 pm. N ~t pur­
Bicyclers who have relaxed at 
chasing a bicycle license for
the.. thought of no longer having 
every bicycle is also a punishable BACHELOR'S 	 MASTER'Sto worry about the long arm of offense under the new laws.
the law had better start keeping "First offenses will receive a
a watch out for flashing lights warning. For further violations
again, at least in Fairborn. the fine will be decided by the
judge," stated a member of theRiding double on a bicycle,

riding on sidewalks, holding on to Fairborn police department 
Wright State 

moving motor vehicles,· and vio­ (offenses are heard in pie Fair­

lating motor vehicle codes appli­ born municipal's court for ~

cable adults). ·'
to bicycles are now ~
punishable offenses of the bicycle 
"We aren't sure yet, whether or ~ll University Bookstore Ilaws of Fairborn. not officers will enforce the lawsBicycle licenses for Fairborn or not," said Sgt Carl Sims of the
riders may be purchased for 50 WSU Security office. Campus
cents at the Fairborn police 
police are able to enforce II 	 Idepartment every day but Sun- Fairborn and state laws. 	 Lower Level University Center·~:~:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:'~;:;:;:;:!:;:;:;:=:;!;:;:;~!=:=:=:::::::::::::;::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::!::::::::::~::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::..;:::::•::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
